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   A Step Beyond The Blog

WELL. . . NOT SO FAST!

At times it is difficult to understand how Content Marketing and Social Media work. So, you need to

create a website and a blog. Then be sure to create branded social profiles for your business on the

major social networks. Now, each time you publish a new blog post, you push those blogs out to your

social sharing buttons at the bottom of the post and networks and now you’re using social media to

market your blog, right?

TAKING IT A STEP BEYOND THE BLOG POST

You need to understand that social media is not there to market your blog. Do not get

confused as marketing your blog shouldn’t be a goal at all. Your marketing should be all

about promoting your brand and using your platform to grow and educate your audience.

Therefore, your blog is (or should be) part of your overall marketing strategy. 

We hope to educate you on how you can use social media and blog posts together as a

wonderful tool for building up your business.
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 Page Likes vs. Post Likes 

Social Sharing
Start a Discussion

The initial blog post to your

social profiles are essential to

keep your page active, and in

fact, you should be re-sharing

your content to groups and

people you feel would be

interested on a regular basis.

Another important thing to

remember is only a small

fraction of your total

fans/followers will see the

initial blog post. Even if you

were able to get your blog

content in front of all your

followers, you would still be

talking about a limited number

of people that will read it.

When you participate in other

people’s discussions or live

video events,that’s certainly an

opportunity to push your and

your name out into larger

groups of people, people who

potentially have never heard of

you. But the limitation there is

that you must wait for

someone to post the right

question in a group or wait to

be invited to be on someone’s

live podcast or video. These

are opportunities that you

simply cannot force or predict.

For that reason, it is very

important for you to spark

some discussions on your own.

Most people start with the obvious way
to market and promote a blog post
with social shares. Here at
MySMARTblog, we take care of that
part for you with social media
syndication, so every time your blog
posts, your social media will post as
well.  But even then, just sharing them
is not the only thing you need to do.

Social Media is not a broadcast
channel for your business. It’s a way for
you to connect with your audience and
engage with them, which means you
need to share your new content in a
way that’s sociable and conversational.

On Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn, you
have an opportunity to introduce your
latest post and explain to your
audience why they should
be interested in reading it. It only takes
a few minutes for you to write
an opening sentence, and the result
will be a dramatic increase in
engagement and referral tra�c.

Think about it. If you just post daily

with the blog to social media,

you’re relying on your post title,

and maybe an image, to entice a

reader. You’re giving them no

reason to say anything. On the

other hand, if you talk about why

you’ve written the article, and

perhaps ask adirect question,

people will be more likely to take an

interest.

Let’s take a recent blog post as an

example. The title was

“Investment Property

Down Payments: How Much Will

You Need?” You could add to it: “In

most cases, it is not as much as

you think! If you are ready to find

out, give me a call and we can go

over the numbers together and

set up an action plan to

get there.” By adding a short

introduction, you’ll be delivering

value and interest right from the

start, which will help to further

your relationship.

One question that I hear

repeatedly is “How do you know

whether I am seeing real ROI from

my social media activity?” Google

Analytics will tell give your referral

traffic, and if you are able to set

up goals like online purchases,

sign ups or contacts, you’ll be

able to see that as well.

In addition, most of the major

social platforms offer high level

insights on follower growth and

engagement. It is available with

all accounts and not just premium

or paid and can be quite helpful.  

 

This is sometimes misunderstood. It is important to remember if your
post is getting "Likes" be sure to go into the post and invite everyone that
has liked the post to like your page. "Liking" a page means that you are
connecting to that page.

Liking a post from a friend means that you are letting that friend know
you like their post without leaving a comment. When you connect to a
page, you will start to see stories and posts from that page in your news
feed. The page will also appear on your pro�le and you will appear on the
page as a person who likes that page.
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                     THIS IS HUGE!
To the person asking the question,

that’s incredibly powerful. You just

simultaneously demonstrated

helpfulness and expertise, not to

mention accessibility. That person

is going to be very grateful to you

and interested in what

else you’ve written. They are

more likely than a random visitor

from Twitter, Facebook, Instagram

or any social media to share your

post and subscribe to your email

list because of their gratitude and

interest in what you shared.

Even more powerful than “wowing” that one person, is that your comment is on a public the post will be

seen by others as well! Facebook Live feature allows the opportunity for multiple people to participate in

live video discussions on whatever topics they wish. Starting your own Facebook live or appearing on

other people’s video broadcasts will allow you to talk to their audiences about your business and should

also help you build your reputation. I knew a mortgage broker that went out and interviewed local Real

Estate agents and featured it live on Facebook and now she runs a very successful Mortgage Podcast. So

it does help and has been proven to work.

Building Authority
Now, take a step back and look at all the blog posts that you have shared on social media in the past.

Are they on-topic? If they are, then over time, you should develop a reputation as being an authority on

that topic.

The goal is to become the industry expert so staying on topic is key. It is important to remember that

social media’s purpose is not to promote business or content, it is to form relationships and develop

them through conversations and discussions. Today, that exists in two basic forms: comments that are

exchanged and live video discussions.

You can go into Facebook Groups, LinkedIn Groups and other communities and find other people talking

about your industry and relevant topics. You’ll note that they’re raising points, sharing content of their

own, and most importantly, asking questions. Groups are extremely effective because you can develop

relationships with people in your area that have the same interests as you outside of the office. The

conversations in groups many times are about recommendations because they start to bond with

members of the group. Even though you are in a group about “Beach Walking” that does not mean that

people that walk on the beach do not buy homes or need to refinance. You want to use every channel to

meet new people in your area. 

The most effective thing you can do with your blog content, and to promote your blog overall, is to keep

an eye out for questions people are asking that you’ve already answered in a blog post. You can use that

opportunity to share the link not only with them but the entire group or page where they posted the

question. Simply say, “Hey! That’s a great question. I went into depth on that topic in this post: [insert

link] and I think you’ll find all your answers there. Check it out and let me know if you have any

questions.”  
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Broadcasting is just another way that you can leverage social media with your blog posts. You can

teach a live audience about your topic. On average, when speaking a presentation, you’ll deliver about

130 words per minute. That means a nice 1250-word blog post will work out to a perfect 10-minute

presentation. You can take 2 or 3 blogs and combine them into a nice presentation with little to no

effort.

Obviously, you will not read the blog but summarize it in your own words and give the presentation a

little personality. Then you could hit all of the highlights in a short 3-minute clip. 3-minute videos are

particularly popular – even more so than you may think. The real beauty of this is that the video can

then be repurposed. You can upload it to YouTube, pin it on Pinterest or add the post to your website

for reference and so much more.

Teaching Through Broadcast

Undetected Social Media Sharing

There are ways that people can share our content with other people, without you being able to

accurately record the shares or traffic. Examples include emails, text messages, direct messages, and

more.

People sometimes may decide to share your content with one or more people, but doing so in a very

direct and private manner. It is unfortunate that you are not able to measure the use of these types of

shares, but it is still important that you make it as easy as possible for the people who want to share in

this way to do so. Consider putting email buttons on all your blog posts. Or better yet, a “Visit my Blog”

button on your email signatures. Just make sure that your social sharing buttons are always visible

everywhere.

Your email newsletter should include your social sharing buttons, and an invitation to share the

newsletter with other people via email. You want to be sure that all your blog posts have a strong call to

action (CTA) to either read another post, head over to landing page or at least to sign up for your email

list. Always a way to connect and reach you after they leave the blog posts.
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In every industry, there are likely other people who have a more established reputation and audience.

Maybe they have larger social followings, they could be published authors, or perhaps they’re a typical

broadcasting celebrity. These are people who you should be watching carefully – what they say and

what they post. You can learn from them and they would be very valuable to have a relationship

with. There are things you can do that could help to nurture the relationships with the influencers in

your niche. You need to NOT have a set agenda or want things to happen in a certain way or on your

personal timetable. That will only disappoint you as you cannot make someone respond to a post or

private message. You want to be genuine and not come off as misleading as to your reason for

wanting to connect.

There are exceptional people out there who are capable of starting
epidemics. All you have to do is �nd them.

Do not expect an influencer to share your latest blog post just because you posted it. It goes back to the

know, like and trust factor. You need to have an established relationship in place, one where they’ve

come to know you and recognize your expertise.

Twitter and Google Business make it easier for you to connect with influencers as you can follow anyone

you want. You just find the influencers in your niche, follow them, and begin to engage with them

naturally. You do not want to be overwhelming, but you can begin to like and comment on their posts.

You can also share the posts that you think your own audience would be interested in. If the influencer is

blogging, become an active reader and engage with them on their blog with insightful comments and

questions.

The Point Is That You Want To Get On Their Radar
The next step is to begin to include them in your blog content. This goes back to customizing the blog

with a sentence or two. You could use one of their quotes, links to their blog posts that is discussing

the same topic, mention their name or website, or even ask their opinion on a topic and publish

opinions from a bunch of influencers.

In�uencer Marketing
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Social Groups
The first place to look for groups to join is

Facebook Groups, LinkedIn Groups and

sometimes Google groups. You can also

include Twitter Chats, and other online

platforms where you’re able to start a

conversation around a specific topic. It

works the same as with any social sharing,

you must be respectful and sometimes

clever when you go about joining the

groups. These destinations are not simply a

place to broadcast your services. In fact,

many social groups do not permit

advertising at all. So be mindful of the rules

and requirements that each individual group

has implemented.

You will find these rules when you request to join the group. Most groups and communities will also have

a pinned post or group description where the basic rules are laid out. Just remember that for the most

part, the group just wants to make sure it’s not filled with spammed posts, and that the posts are

created for real discussion and benefits the group. The idea behind the groups is simple: All you’ll need

to do is start a new discussion based around the topic you’ve blogged about. You might ask a question

that relates to the post, or, better yet, take a position that is somewhat opposing and watch how people

react while others flock to one side or the other. 

Which brings up a really important point: Don't wait until you have a
relevant blog post to join communities.

        START NOW!
Begin finding and joining communities that

you think will be mutually beneficial and

begin participating in the conversations

taking place. When you’re ready to share

something of your own, you’re not a stranger

to the group.

You can also get noticed by leaving helpful

comments and links on other people's blogs. Leave

comments that add to the discussion or recognise

them for accomplishments. The point is to get on

their radar without being pushy or a troll. This

could also lead to guest posts or even a podcast

interview. Another time you can show authority in

your industry and even repost a blog or two.
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At any time, you can see what Facebook videos are live and start watching any that are of

interest to you. The social media platforms technically are different, but they are all basically

run in the same fashion. One or more people will be participating in a live discussion and

broadcasting their video and audio from their computers, and an unlimited number of viewers

can be watching the live feed and participating by using the comments to engage in

conversation. Audience members can chat with each other in the comments, as well as the

speaker and mention that they liked something that was just said, or ask questions.

Depending on the show format and participants, they can choose whether to answer questions

live, or perhaps come back and address comments after the show. Sometimes there will be

questions that the show participants don’t have the perfect answer for, and  that’s where you

and your blog content come in. As an audience member, you are free to share links to

resources if they are appropriate.

Of course, you don’t want to just spam links like posting about mortgages on a diet pill live

videocast. The same rules apply just like posting to any group: make sure that the first

comment you make isn’t a link to a blog post or about what you do. You must participate

naturally, which means signing in and saying Hi as well as asking some questions of your own.

Going Live
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You should strongly consider an element of paid social media in your marketing strategy. With a

budget that is big or small, every social platform now offers the ability to “promote” posts and get

your posts seen by far more people that your existing follower base. Keep track of your spending. It’s

easy to run up costs without seeing a real return on that investment. You need to make sure that

you’re using the best platform for your business, targeting the right audience, and sending that

targeted traffic to the best possible content.

One of the best and least expensive platforms to advertise on is Facebook. It has the best targeting

and remains the social media platform with the largest global user base. A nice Facebook campaign,

for just a few bucks a day, can send hundreds more readers and prospects to your blog post and

business. 

We have a great retargeting plan for this here at MySMARTblog. You can

contact jason@mysmartblog.com for more details. You can give Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest and

Instagram due consideration as well, but expect different results.

Paid Social Media

At The End Of The Day
The goal of this e-Book was to give you a more complete picture of how social media can be

used to market those new blog posts that we are posting on your behalf. You are not expected

to tackle these new techniques tomorrow. At least not all of them. Start with social sharing, and

make sure you take the time to get that right. Then move on to Authority Building, and so on.

As you progress through the various strategies, you will find that it becomes more natural for

you to engage overall. Take your time and move through the techniques as you feel

comfortable.

And in the meantime, keep in in mind that we are always here to make it easier and more

efficient for you.
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THANK YOU

We Welcome Your Feedback.
Feel free to get in touch with us for any feedback or questions.


